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ESG: Investors increasingly
seek accountability and
outcomes
The global pandemic motivated
investors to increase their focus on the
strategic impacts of environmental
and social responsibility on long-term
shareholder value. Now, more than
ever, investors are using proxy votes
to express their views on company
behavior, rather than relying on
company disclosure. And after an
unprecedented year, the blurred
lines between what constitutes E, S
or G are highlighting the challenges
of a one-size-fits-all approach to
proxy voting.

At the end of the 2020 proxy season, 90% of S&P 500
companies had published some kind of ESG report,
up from 86% the prior year and 20% a decade ago.
Despite this increase in transparency, the number
of shareholder proposals requesting additional
environmental and social information remains
elevated. What’s behind this trend?

Figure 1: The number of environmental and social
shareholder proposals is increasing
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VOLUME OF E&S SHAREHOLDER
PROPOSALS IS ON THE RISE
Proxy voting is the primary means for shareholders
to communicate their views about a company’s
environmental, social and governance (ESG) practices.
Shareholder proposals tend to focus on a single,
concrete call to action and provide investors with a
more solid basis for any further action.
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ESG reporting still lacks
standardization
The Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
(SASB) and the Task Force on Climate-Related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD) have developed
standards to enable businesses to identify and
communicate financially material sustainability
information to their investors.
Many investors and industry groups have endorsed
these standards for their materiality, consistency
and robustness. However, in 2020, less than 25% of
S&P 500 companies’ ESG reports were aligned with
the SASB reporting framework, only 16% of reports
referenced TCFD and only 5% of companies published
complete TCFD-aligned reports.

Aside from driving a greater number of shareholder
proposals, the SEC’s recent record on no-action
requests may also explain why the scope of climaterelated proposals has expanded. With the SEC
omitting more than a dozen proposals related to the
alignment of company carbon reduction goals with the
Paris Agreement, shareholders have turned to requests
for disclosure of lobbying activities or enhanced board
oversight of climate risk as alternatives to direct
requests for target setting.

However, as investors continue to push companies
on environmental and social issues, improved
transparency and standardization, companies
are seeking SEC approval to omit shareholder
proposals from ballots through no-action requests.
If a shareholder proposal is too narrow, a company
can allege “micromanagement,” but overly broad
proposals leave room for a company to claim that
its current ESG reporting constitutes “substantial
implementation.” More than 90% of company
requests to omit a proposal from the ballot cite these
issues, whereas less than 10% cite the request as
economically irrelevant to the company.

This points to another notable shift in climate-related
proposals. Some proponents, viewing disclosure as
insufficient, are using shareholder proposals to push
companies on performance toward a low-carbon
transition. In these cases, the requests can often
be seen as a commentary on a company’s lack of
commitment to decarbonization and alignment with
recognized science-based transition targets. In fact,
many key 2021 proposals targeting the world’s largest
emitters have gone to companies that already disclose
information related to climate risks and/or have
greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction targets.

The SEC process allowed 63 resolutions related to
environmental and social issues to be omitted in
2020, up from 41 in 2016. The recent precedent on
no-action requests has limited shareholders’ ability
to bring certain proposals to a vote. This could also
account for the increase in shareholder proposals,
particularly the large number that are climate
related. Greater volumes and diverse approaches
increase the probability that proposals will make it to
company ballots.

As a result, climate-focused stakeholders have filed
126 proposals for the 2021 proxy season, however
fewer than half of proposals voted on or pending
(36%) focus on traditional transparency requests.
Requests on GHG reduction targets and strategy are
the most popular topics (26%), followed by lobbying
disclosure requests (15%) and board oversight of
climate and sustainability strategies (11%). Only
one proposal requests a broad-based sustainability
report where the company currently lacks any
environmental disclosure.

CLIMATE-RELATED PROPOSALS SEEK
ACCOUNTABILITY AND OUTCOMES
While shareholder proposals have increased in
volume, they have also evolved beyond general
requests for additional transparency. Similarly, the
objectives often go beyond a better understanding
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of ESG risk and opportunity for inclusion in the
investment process. It is now common to see
proposals that, for example, request information
on the governance of environmental issues or the
business strategy to promote the outcome of racial
equity or the low-carbon transition.

This year, 2021, could become a watershed year
for environmental proposals receiving majority
support, based on recent trends in investor ownership
concentration and the stewardship activities of the
largest global investors. On the other hand, it remains
uncertain how far most investors are willing to push
entire industries toward specific business models that
align with the outcome of a net-zero economy.
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Figure 2: Climate proposals shift focus from
transparency to action
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However, in 2021, we are seeing an increased focus on
race/ethnicity in the boardroom. Whereas less than
10% of boards in the Russell 3000 – and none in the
S&P 500 – lack gender diversity, nearly 40% of Russell
3000 boards lack racial and/or ethnic diversity.
Many mainstream investors have now put companies
on notice regarding diversifying their boards beyond
gender. However, most investors are calling more for
transparency on board race/ethnicity composition
than action on board refreshment. Boards that take
a wait-and-see approach to enhancing diversity are
taking on risk, as they are working against investor
advocacy for increased transparency, data providers
improving data collection services, NASDAQ’s
proposed board disclosure regulations and the
legislation enacted by states, such as California.

Data source: ISS Shareholder Proposal data and Ceres Resolution Tracker.

Votes on the management-sponsored “say on climate”
proposals may serve as a better litmus test for
investors’ points of view on a particular company’s
climate strategy. While only a small number of
companies have included such a vote on the ballot for
2021, more than 10 shareholder proposals request the
company adopt the shareholder right to add a “say on
climate” proposal at future annual meetings.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
PROPOSALS TAKE A BROADER VIEW

Investors strengthened the call for
board diversity
Investors continue to coalesce around calls for board
diversity. Companies have generally responded, often
acting unilaterally to add diverse directors or commit
to enhancing their nominating policy.
As a result, fewer shareholder proposals on board
diversity are making it to a vote. Given the sporadic
nature of these proposals, investors’ convictions can
be more clearly understood through the votes against
directors where the board lacks diversity. In 2020, 9 of
42 directors that failed to receive majority support for
election were on boards where lack of gender diversity
was the only notable issue, and more than 25% of
nominating committee members on boards that
lacked gender diversity received less than 70% support
for election.
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A focus on diversity extends to the
workforce
Beyond the boardroom, investors have increased their
interest regarding diversity and inclusion within a
company’s workforce. We’ve seen a dramatic increase
in shareholder proposals requesting disclosure of
EEO-1 reports. Investors with public campaigns on
workforce transparency have stated an intention to
file more than 40 shareholder resolutions requesting
disclosure of EEO-1 data. In 2020, only 22 total
shareholder proposals requesting EEO-1 data were
filed, and only eight went to a vote.
Most companies disclose nonstandard diversity and
inclusion metrics in ESG reporting, such as percent
of “diverse managers,” without absolute numbers or
specific definitions. Companies must acknowledge
that adding one or two female directors can create
meaningful diversity and inclusion in the boardroom,
but it will require adding hundreds of female
managers to achieve a similar increase in gender
diversity in company leadership.
Diversity and inclusion is now the most common
human capital management issue addressed in proxy
statements. As companies begin to expand human
capital management disclosures in line with the
amended Regulation S-K requirements, shareholder
proposals may find new ways of viewing diversity and
inclusion within human capital management.
Rather than focusing on demographic disclosure,
some past shareholder proposals focused on how
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Figure 3: Diversity and inclusion is the most common human capital
management issue
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Data source: Semler Brossy Human Capital Management Proxy Disclosures. Breakdown of human capital management proxy statements since Regulation S-K rules were amended.

human capital management policies were affecting
diversity and inclusion outcomes. The “unadjusted
pay gap” proposals from 2018 and 2019 reflect this
type of advocacy. While the market narrative on
the unadjusted pay gap centered on the existence/
size of the gap, the proposals’ overall request was for
reporting on the policy; reputational, competitive and
operational risks; and the risks related to recruiting
and retaining diverse talent.

Company practices on racial equity
come under scrutiny
Multiple shareholder proposal proponents also
focus on racial equity from a supplier, customer and
community perspective. Some proponents identify
industries with historically discriminatory business
practices, such as consumer finance, and others
target companies based on how the companies
communicated their values and how companies
responded to the 2020 protests for racial justice.
The proposals typically request that the company
demonstrate accountability to racial equity in its
business practices, whether through a tangible action
or a third-party assessment and validation of the value
of the company’s policies and practices.
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CORPORATIONS ARE HELD
ACCOUNTABLE FOR THEIR
RESPONSES TO CURRENT EVENTS
Corporate accountability also appears in other
shareholder proposals, such as those tied to
the coronavirus pandemic, as well as the 2020
presidential election and subsequent insurrection
at the Capitol.

Coronavirus
Proposals resulting from the global pandemic
emphasize ESG best practices not often addressed
in the proxy voting process. These proposals include
requests for paid sick leave and other employee health
and safety policies.
A focus on how the board oversees the employee
workforce may also connect to the small but increased
advocacy to add employee representatives to the
board. The companies targeted with these proposals
generally have a significant portion of “essential
workers” in their workforces.
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Figure 4: Companies respond to coronavirus-related concerns
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Data source: Just Capital Covid-19 Corporate Response Tracker.

Political activity
Shareholder proposals on political activities have
been the most-voted proposals of the past two years.
These proposals continue to gain investor support
as company behavior is successfully influenced by
such efforts.
Furthermore, recent political unrest may add a
new perspective for how shareholders analyze and
vote on these proposals. Many companies have
already announced policy changes on direct political
contributions. It remains uncertain whether and how
companies will reconsider other political activities and
whether that assessment will extend to addressing
other societal issues.

Executive compensation
Shareholder proponents are requesting that executive
compensation create management accountability for
executing on ESG strategies and commitments. The
requests range from a broad look at integrating SASB
metrics to more company-specific issues.
While many companies proactively incorporated
ESG factors into the compensation design, the ESG
factors typically get included as part of a holistic
assessment of a variety of strategic factors. The
metrics evaluated and the bonuses awarded specific
to ESG performance are often less transparent than
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the financial component of compensation. Early
examples have faced stakeholder criticism and have
not clearly demonstrated an improvement in terms of
accountability.

IMPROVED DATA QUALITY AND
AVAILABILITY DRIVE ATTENTION TO
OUTCOMES
The increased attention on ESG from shareholders,
stakeholders and regulators sets up 2021 as likely
another year of record support for shareholder
proposals, and perhaps increased votes against boards
that are not keeping pace with ESG transparency and
accountability.
It is yet to be seen how companies will respond to
majority support for these proposals, and whether
transparency and accountability will ultimately lead
companies toward desired ESG outcomes.
As the market coalesces around the need for
standardized and material ESG disclosures, investors
will be able to further assess company performance
and translate their assessment into proxy votes. We
believe the connection between company engagement
and integrating ESG data into the investment process
will increase market focus on positive ESG outcomes
in the future.
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For more information about RI, visit us at nuveen.com/responsible-investing.
Endnotes

A word on risk
Investing involves risk; principal loss is possible. There is no guarantee an investment’s objectives will be achieved. Investments in Responsible Investments are subject to the
risk that because social criteria exclude securities of certain issuers for nonfinancial investors may forgo some market opportunities available to those that don’t use these criteria.
Impact investing and/or Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) managers may take into consideration factors beyond traditional financial information to select securities,
which could result in relative investment performance deviating from other strategies or broad market benchmarks, depending on whether such sectors or investments are in or
out of favor in the market. Further, ESG strategies may rely on certain values based criteria to eliminate exposures found in similar strategies or broad market benchmarks, which
could also result in relative investment performance deviating. Investment products may be subject to market and other risk factors. See the applicable product literature, or visit
nuveen.com for details.
Nuveen provides investment advisory solutions through its investment affiliates.
This information does not constitute investment research as defined under MiFID.
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